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Tlc trading AI 



TLC 
TRADING.AI
Introducing , a pioneering venture founded by a group of 

seasoned traders that specialize in cryptocurrency arbitrage, futures 

trading, spot trading, and scalping. 

TLC Trading.ai

Each trader is fueled by a profound passion for financial markets and a 

commitment to achieving exceptional trading results.  The company is 

dedicated to both safeguarding and .growing the accounts it manages

TLCTrading.ai TM
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Armen 
Sargasyan  

Visionary Leader 

Revolutionizing AI-Based Trading
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What are media saying

about CEO?
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COMPANY

TLCTrading.ai TM
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CORPORATE MANAGEMENT

TLCTrading.ai TM



COMPANY 
REGISTRATION 

TLCTrading.ai TM

Business Name

TLC Trading LLC 

Address

Abelyan 4/6  5th floor,  room 506,  

Yerevan Armenia,  


company tax number (TAN)  01347802.

Email

Support@tlctrading.ai
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Risk management
Central to the company's triumphant 

trading strategy is the meticulous 

application of risk management.

STRATEGY
Each transaction never jeopardizes 

more than 2-5% of the company's 

capital, employing minimal leverage 

to maintain a delicate balance and 

mitigate potential losses. All are part 

of the company’s strategy.

SECURITY
This prudent approach ensures the 

company's long-term financial 

stability and instills unwavering trust 

in its technology, and security of their 

funds. 

TLCTrading.ai TM
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our Mission
TLC Trading.ai confidently embraces the future, ready to take on new challenges and maintain its 

leadership position in the competitive cryptocurrency trading market

Ensuring 
trading results

Protection 

of accounts

Increasing 

the client base

TLCTrading.ai TM
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PAST PERFORMANCE
Over the past two years, TLC Trading.ai has 

consistently achieved awe-inspiring monthly 

profits ranging from 20% to an astounding 80%. 

These remarkable achievements have solidified 

the company's position in the market and 

garnered significant interest from new customers 

throughout the world. 

A standout triumph for the company has been the 

mastery of cryptocurrency arbitrage, capitalizing 

on momentary price differences across various 

exchanges to generate swift profits. 

This precision- based strategy has proven to be 

exceptionally fruitful over a relatively short time 

frame and isn’t limited to just one coin. 

PERFORMANCE ≈ $ 46,981,500 USD

20%
profit in 2020

20%
profit in 2021

80%
profit in 2023

T LCT r a d i n g . a i TM
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PAST PERFORMANCE
TLC Trading.ai has established itself as a prominent 

player in the futures market, deploying diverse 

strategies tailored to prevailing market conditions. 

 

Their skillset extends to both bullish and bearish 

trends, ensuring profitability regardless of market 

conditions. 

In addition to their impressive track record, TLC 

Trading.ai has earned accolades for their expertise 

in scalping, expertly leveraging short-term price 

movements in the spot market. 

This demanding strategy demands swift reflexes 

and precise decision-making, a challenge easily 

met by our traders, due to their seasoned skills and 

vast experience.

TLCTrading.ai TM
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WE ARE DEDICATED 

to achieve results
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38 127 629.88

Dashboard Traders Analytics Member Team Help

Deals Transaction

CommissionProfit
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OUR RESULTS
Everyone can earn you just  need the right tool

TLCTrading.ai TM
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PARTNERS

With exceptional growth and unparalleled achievements, TLC Trading.ai has garnered the trust of people 

worldwide, making it the chosen partner for those seeking high earning potential while prioritizing 

prudent financial management. 



As the company continues to expand and attract more clients, our results continue to grow. 

3commas Bybit TradingView

TLCTrading.ai TM
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Roadmap
Q1 2024

Open house event

Leadership event

Trade talk live event

Q2 2024

Online worldwide event

Introduce token

Tokenomics / whitepaper

Q3 2024

Global event in Dubai

Token sale seed round

Token sale private round

Q4 2024

Smart contract audit

Token sale IDO round

Token listing

Q1 2025

First charity event

Leadership event

Social trading launch

Q2 2025

Platform development

Social trading app

DEX terminal integration

TLCTrading.ai TM
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Traders 
Summary

They are experts in crypto arbitrage, 

futures trading, spot trading, and 

scalping.

Average monthly profits over the last 12 

months: 15-30%.

The company's strategy is to achieve the 

best results by using between 2-5% 

margin on each transaction, ensuring the 

safety of the funds that the company 

trades with.

The company consists of a group of 20 

traders.

TLCTrading.ai TM
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What 

Makes Us Different?

THAT IS OUR GUARANTEE!

TLCTrading.ai TM



PACKAGES
X3 
PROFIT

Trial

$ 20

X3 
PROFIT

Starter

$ 50

X3 
PROFIT

Basic

$ 100

X3 
PROFIT

Pro

$ 250

X3 
PROFIT

Bronze

$ 500

X3 
PROFIT

Silver

$ 1 000

X3 
PROFIT

Gold

$ 2 500

X3 
PROFIT

Platinum

$ 5 000

X3 
PROFIT

Premium

$ 10 000

X3 
PROFIT

Premier

$ 25 000

X3 
PROFIT

Ultra

$ 50 000

X3 
PROFIT

Galaxy

$ 100 000
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Package Profits

All packages,  the package price.


EXAMPLE: 3X $10,000 = $30,000

earn 3X
The package becomes active 

. Profits are credited by  4 p.m. 

Central European Time.

24 hours after 

purchase

TLCTrading.ai TM
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IMPORTANT!
Commission and profit withdrawals are 

available instantly once they hit withdrawal 

wallet.

The company generates profits 6 days per 

week

Deposit Method: USDT TRC20


Minimum Deposit: $20


Deposit Fee: $1 + 1% to Processor

Withdrawal Method: USDT TRC20


Minimum Withdrawal: $30


Withdrawal Fee: 2%, but not less than $2

TLCTrading.ai TM
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 to Get Started

Create an Account Make a Deposit Buy the Package



Unleash Your

Crypto Profits


